
 

John and Amie Davis 
present 

 

The Sunday Surprise 
 

The Surprise 
107 Upper Shirley Road, Croydon CR0 5HF 

Sunday 11th August 2019, 2.15 pm 
 

 

The Walk: A 2.8 mile walk through woodland and quiet tracks and lanes. There are no stiles but 
the first three stages are uphill and downhill. As with all woodland trails walking boots are 
recommended. Not suitable for buggies. 
 

The Venue: The Surprise is a friendly pub serving a wide range of drinks and ever changing 
selection of Real Ales. There is a restaurant and a garden at the back. Children are welcome and 
dogs are allowed in the bar and garden but not the restaurant. On Sundays there is Sunday 
Roast and some Specials on the board. Food is served from 12 noon but normally ends c4.30pm 
so if you are eating you will need to do so before the walk. To book a table ring 020 8656 5588. 
There is a car park and some parking is available in nearby Oaks Road. 
 

 
 

OS Grid Reference: TQ 356 650 
 

Directions: From Croydon Park Lane (Fairfield Halls on your left) go ahead to roundabout. Take 
second exit A212 ahead still on Park Lane to junction with Coombe Road. Turn left onto Coombe 
Road (still the A212) and go straight ahead passing Lloyd Park on your left. After just over 1 mile 
turn left onto Oaks Road and keep on it for a mile until it ends at the junction with Upper Shirley 
Road. Turn left onto Upper Shirley Road and the pub is on your left. 
 

Public Transport: The 466 bus from East Croydon runs every 15 minutes and stops at Shirley 
Windmill. Cross road at the zebra crossing then left uphill to the Surprise. 
 



Map of Route 
 

 
 
 



 

John and Amie Davis present 
 

The Sunday Surprise 
The Surprise, 107 Upper Shirley Road CR0 5HF 

 
Distance: 2.8 miles   Time Allowed: 4 hours  
 
 

 
 
 

Starter Clues 

 

1   Getting this could give you a start 

2   It looks out of its depth  

3   A hard wearing top 

 
Stage 1.  Turn right out of the pub and right into Oaks Road. A short way down at  

lamp post 006 cross the road and go through the wooden gate and up the path into the woods. Go left 

then right around the fallen tree and continue ahead uphill and up some boarded steps to a wooden 

barrier. 

 

4  Watcher uber alles 

5   You should see clearly with this in sight 

6  A capital connection 

 

Spare Clue:  An inexperienced iron navy 

 

 

Stage 2.  Continue up steps then ahead up a narrow pebble path through bushes. Ignore path to right 

and continue to the open ground at the top. Keep ahead along the wide path until you get to a path 

crossing at end opposite a litter bin.. Turn right and follow this path, ignoring paths to left and right. 

Ahead  into the wood then bear right on the path at the marker post .to a tree in the middle. Go to the  

left of this tree down to a fallen tree then left and ahead to fence by tram line. 

 

7   This sounds like an unusual method of payment  

8   A singer from across the border 

9   They are here to show the way but one says go and one says stay 

 

 

Stage 3  Turn right on the path just before the fence, to Coombe Lane tram stop. Go along the 

platform and continue ahead along footpath with tramway on your left. Ignore the driveway ahead and 

continue on the narrow path through the trees. Path goes all the way downhill through the wood to 

Oaks Road where stage ends. 

 

10  Assist in showing the way  

11  Does this provide training for elite dogs?  

12  Consider alternative point of view 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 4.  Turn left to traffic lights. Cross road then right, back to road leading to Coombe Farm. Turn 

left down this road. Bear right at bottom and ahead to the gates of Coombe Farm 

 

13  A lucky number 

14  Helping an insect could land you in trouble 

15  An invitation to blow your own trumpet 

 

 

Stage 5.  Follow lane ahead to the right of the gates and through yellow posts onto a track. Keep 

ahead until the track joins a lane by a white barrier. 

 

16  A social thinker looking for fun? 

17  This sort of security would worry Trump 

18  A warning about high nutrition 

 

 

Stage 6.  Continue ahead on lane then on through trees with golf course on either side.. The path 

eventually joins the golf course. Follow it along the right hand side of the course and ahead into the 

trees. Go to the end and turn left. Stage ends very shortly on left at wooden gate by the 16th  

 

19  This sounds like incorrect and poisonous dietary advice for pets –replaced by spare 

20  Goes weak at the edges 

21  No clubs? You can get a set lent casually but then it may be costly! 

 

 

Stage7.  Straight ahead to end of path . Through wooden kissing gate and ahead along the road until it 

joins the main road (Upper Shirley Road) where QW ends. 

 

22  You do not want to get into this kind of hole 

23  Still around at a hundred and five. 

24  Acting on a whim 

25  Primarily occupants are kept safe like all neighbourhoods expect 

 

 

Turn right and walk uphill past the Shirley Windmill back to the Surprise 

.  

Note :You will not see the pub when you are walking up the hill  as it is set back off the road on your 

right 

 

 



The Sunday Surprise Answers 

 

1    The Surprise 

2    Model of fish on the wall 

3    Heavy Duty (on manhole cover) 

4   Cherub (on front of house  Watcher uber 

Spare:  Green fern.   Inexperienced (green) Iron (Fe) navy (RN) 

5   20 20 speed signs  (20/20 vision) 

6    London Loop  ( on footpath sign) 

7    Dog Waste Accepted  

8    Dartford Warbler (on Addington Hills sign) 

9    Green and Red arrows on direction post 

10  Help Point 

11  Royal Russell School 

12  Look Both Ways (Tramways sign) 

13  80 in horseshoe on house 

14  Flytipping? See you in court 

15  Please Sound Your Horn 

16  John Ruskin Playing Field 

17  Padlock (Tri Circle) Made in China  

18  Caution Overhead Fibre 

19  Replaced by the Spare clue 

20  Road ends – very soft verge 

21  Nettles ( anagram of set lent) 

22  Bunker 

23  Shirley Park Golf Club established 1914   

24  Impulse alarm 

25  Oaks Lane (first letters of each word) 

 

 



Score Sheets 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 


